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Abstract
Mouse whisker-related primary somatosensory cortex (also known as barrel cortex, BCx) is
required to form an association between a behaviorally relevant tactile stimulus and its
consequences, only if the first conditioned stimulus CS (here a single whisker deflection),
and the latter unconditioned stimulus US (here a corneal air puff) are separated by a ‘trace’
(brief memory period). I investigated whether tactile trace eye blink conditioning (TTEBC)
has a correlate in BCx activity and whether such BCx activity in the two periods, CS and trace
are required for learning.
I trained three head-fixed mice on TTEBC to assess learning related functional plasticity of BCx
by recording LFPs and multi-unit (MU) spiking from 4-shank laminar silicone probes (8
electrodes per shank, inter-shank distance 200μm) spanning the depths of the principal barrel
column and its neighbors. Current source density analysis (CSD) showed the known short
latency sink (~8ms) in L4 and L5/6 during CS presentation, followed by a weaker current sink
during ongoing tactile stimulation, spanning across the column. At the same depth, a novel
current source was discovered during the trace period. The latter two currents were
consistently attenuated during TTEBC acquisition. Onset MU spike response to the CS (at a
latency of <15ms) was stable in most units, while steady state CS-response (50-250ms)
typically decreased below the pre-learning level. Spiking during the trace period also
depressed during learning. These plastic changes were observed in neighboring shanks at a
horizontal distance of up to 400μm. These findings show that BCx is functionally involved in
TTEBC acquisition. Matching the lateral spread of the neuronal signal into the neighboring
column, I found mice to generalize the CS-US association only to adjacent, but not to near and
far whiskers.
I next asked whether the involvement of BCx during the trace period has any causal role in
TTEBC. I employed the well-established VGAT-ChR2 mouse line that, due to expression of
channelrhodopsin-2 in inhibitory neurons (Zhao et al., 2011), blocks virtually all spikes in a
column with high temporal precision, using blue light. I found that BCx functionality was
required during CS presentation. However, mice learned normally when blocking BCx during
the trace period. After learning, BCx activity during CS & trace was entirely dispensable for
task performance.
In summary, I demonstrate that the barrel column is involved in acquiring the TTEBC
association. Nevertheless, the plasticity of the neuronal response in the trace period is a noncausal reflection of learning, and after learning, in the early phase of retention BCx is not
needed for task performance. Future research need to establish if BCx assumes a more critical
role in late consolidation. Further, the nature and projection of the signals measured during
the learning have to be explored on the microscopic network and cellular level.
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Introduction
Associative learning
The temporal or spatial connection of conceptual entities and/or mental states is called
association. In other words – associative learning links ideas together, which subsequently
reinforce each other. Through associative learning, a behavior can be acquired or modified,
based on its importance for an individual. In an environment that changes during the lifetime
of an individual, associations can be essential for survival, as they allow the event-based
prediction of positive and negative consequences i.e. the presence of: an appetitive stimulus
(e.g. food), or an aversive stimulus (e.g. predator). Associations can be already formed, and
later recalled, by a single pairing of events – i.e. ‘episodic learning’ or ‘episodic memory’. Note,
that episodic memories are often key events that are well remembered. Otherwise,
associations require ‘conditioning’, i.e. the repetitive occurrence of a stimulus and a response.
Depending on whether the acquisition of information can be spoken out – or not, we
distinguish between ‘procedural’ and ‘declarative learning’, respectively.
In mammals episodic and declarative (‘explicit’) learning typically require the hippocampus
and neocortex, while procedural learning can be done with subcortical structures alone. The
present study focusses on mammals and cortex function, but it needs to be emphasized that
associations and even higher learning capabilities are not bound to the expression of a cortex
or cortex-like structure in the animal kingdom (e.g. Giurfa, 2015). Even plants, some argue,
may have a basic capability of association (Gagliano et al., 2014).
A typical example for procedural learning or memory is motor skills/motor learning that is
subconscious. As said, this type of association learning happens independent of cortical
contributions (albeit subjects may nonetheless be able to report about the contingencies of
the pairing/stimuli (Clark & Squire, 1998)). In contrast, declarative learning and memory is a
conscious process that recalls prior information. Acquisition and storage of explicit memory
can be split into three phases: acquisition, 1st consolidation, and 2nd consolidation (Grosso et
al., 2015). As the initial step, during acquisition, hippocampus in concert with cortex (Cx;
hippocampal-cortical circuits) and other brain regions are thought to be the major carrier for
a new association. Any recall in the immediate past of association (i.e. ‘recent memory’),
requires hippocampus function. As the association matures, in the 1st consolidation phase,
hippocampus becomes less and less important, with a broad cortical network holding the
memory. Weeks later, as a result of the 2nd phase of consolidation, association retrieval (i.e.
‘remote memory’) is refined to only a subset of the former used Cx areas (Frankland &
Bontempi, 2005; Grosso et al., 2015). (Note, that hippocampus may also govern some forms
of procedural learning; Schendan et al., 2003; Christian & Thompson, 2003; Henke, 2010)
Animal experiments traditionally test associative learning using fear conditioning (FC) and eye
blink conditioning (EBC) as classical Pavlovian conditioning paradigms. Here associations
(measured by e.g. freezing behavior and eye blinks, respectively) are highly motivated by
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negative emotions due to the aversive nature of the tasks (‘aversive learning’). In fact,
inactivation of the amygdala, a major structure dealing with signals of emotion, hinders the
acquisition of aversive associations (Helmstetter & Bellgowan, 1994; Siegel et al., 2015).
Offering the complementary approach, appetitive training uses positive reinforcement (in
form of e.g. water/food). Here, emotional motivations are weaker than in aversive paradigms,
with opponent interactions between aversive and appetitive motivations (Barberini et al.,
2012; Nasser & McNally, 2013).
Amongst the associative learning paradigms, EBC is one of the best understood, in terms of
underlying brain structures and circuits. Compared to FC, it is less affected by (confounding)
emotions and experimentally nicely accessible by tightly controlling CS properties and easy US
read-outs as eyelid movement. In this study I combined it with head-fixed electrophysiology
and optogenetics attaining highest possible experimental control.

Figure 1. Comparison of delay and trace conditioning. Delay conditioning is characterized by a cotermination of the conditioned (CS) and the unconditioned stimulus (US), while trace conditioning
exhibits a temporal gap between CS and US, creating a period during which a short-term memory (the
‘trace’) must be kept until the arrival of the US (schematics in top boxes). The association of CS and US
and the subsequent formation of the conditioned response (CR), relies in both paradigms on cerebellar
functions, but only the trace demands the contribution of cortex. Due to their conscious and
unconscious nature, delay and trace conditioning belong to procedural and declarative learning,
respectively (Clark & Squire, 1998). Cortex areas that have been shown to be critical for bridging the
memory period for tactile trace eye blink conditioning (TTEBC) in rodents are hippocampus (Tseng et
al., 2004), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC; Siegel et al., 2015) & barrel cortex (BCx; Galvez et al., 2007).
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Eye Blink Conditioning
Eye blink conditioning (EBC) belongs to the classical Pavlovian conditioning paradigms. As
such, during EBC a neutral, sensory stimulus is paired with a potent, aversive, stimulus to the
eye. The latter is called unconditioned stimulus (US) and is strong enough to elicit an
unconditioned response (UR): the eye closure. Typically, a periorbital shock or a corneal air
puff serves as US. The neutral stimulus is called conditioned stimulus (CS). It was, so far, of no
relevance for the animal, but after learning will be associated with information about the
aversive US. During conditioning, the US is presented in temporal sequence with the CS,
leading to a premature eye closure upon CS presentation, in order to evade the US. The newly
learned behavior is called conditioned response (CR). Two types of conditioning can be
differentiated: the delay and trace type.
In the following, I will further elaborate on delay and trace eye blink conditioning. The table
in Figure 1 gives a summary on both, highlighting the striking differences in cognitive and
neural demands.

Delay eye blink conditioning (DEBC) is characterized by a co-termination of CS and US –
despite the misleading term ‘delay’. CS and US overlap in time, but the US starts ‘delayed’,
giving the individual a chance to respond to the CS. Since CS and US overlap, the association
does not require the CS to be kept in short term memory (Figure 1; left column). Delay
conditioning works independently of any awareness about the relationship of CS and US (Clark
& Squire, 1998). It is a typical example for implicit/procedural memory, which works in
unconscious ways (as introduced before). Delay conditioned humans, which were tested on
blocks of CS-alone and CS-US trials, showed extinction behavior (i.e. fewer CRs) upon
consecutive CS-alone presentations, even though they knew, the risk of receiving the next US,
increased from trial to trial (Clark et al., 2001). Knowingly, the participants were unable to
control their behavior, and adapt the strategy to minimize the number of US to the open eye.
Supporting the dissociation between cognitive contribution and sensorimotor behavior,
neuronal lesion experiments have shown that DEBC works perfectly, without cortex (Cx).
Removing the whole of Cx (i.e. decerebration) did not affect/impair the acquisition of delay
eye blink conditioning ( e.g. in rats and cats: Lovick and Zbrozyna, 1975; Norman et al., 1977),
and its retention (Mauk & Thompson, 1987). Therefore, Cx is neither necessary for forming
the association, nor for the sensory processing of the CS. The neuronal circuitry underlying
delay-type association is dependent on the cerebellum (Thompson, 1990; for a review see
Woodruff-Pak & Disterhoft, 2008): CS and US are gated, through the pontine nuclei and the
inferior olive, respectively, to the cerebellar cortex, where the association is formed and the
CR is executed via the cerebellar nuclei. Animals with cerebellar lesions fail to learn and
perform DEBC (McCormick et al., 1981; Thompson, 1990).
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Trace eye blink conditioning (TEBC) can be derived from the DEBC, by separating CS and US
in time such that CS and US periods are non-overlapping, forming the stimulus-free, trace
period (Figure 1; right column; Figure 3A). The duration of this period is typically 250-1000ms
but can extend up to several seconds. In order to associate the CS with the US, the information
about the CS needs to be bridged across the stimulus-free period (e.g. by sustained neuronal
activity called a memory ‘trace’). Contrary to delay conditioning, TEBC needs the awareness
about the relationship of CS and US (in humans; Clark and Squire, 1998). Therefore, trace
conditioning is considered a model for the conscious recollection of information and is seen
as part of the explicit/declarative class of memory. Unlike in delay conditioning, human
subjects, trained on trace conditioning with consecutive series of CS-alone and CS-US pairs,
showed CR performances that were highly influenced by their expectation of the next trial
(Clark et al., 2001). Here, the CR probability increased with consecutive CS-alone
presentations.

The memory trace cannot be generated by the cerebellum, and thus, requires cortical activity
(simplified circuitry in Figure 3B). Local lesions or chemical inactivation of medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), not only hinders the acquisition, but also prevents the performance of TEBC
(retention), in mice (Siegel et al., 2015) . Siegel, (2014) found, that mPFC neurons respond to
the CS with an elevation of firing rate outlasting the CS presentation. This ramping or
persistent activity is the basis of the memory trace, which gets recruited, refined, and
strengthened by TEBC training. Interestingly, it is not only the higher association cortices, like
mPFC that are critically involved in TEBC. The primary somatosensory area, receiving the CS
input from the tactile periphery, turned out to be of major importance for TEBC, in rodents.
The model system of choice for TEBC in my study, to deliver a tactile sensory CS, is the whisker
system, which I would like to introduce in the next chapter.

The Whisker System
The whisker system imposes as one of the most important sensory systems in rodents (Figure
2). It enables these nocturnal animals to explore their proximal environment and track their
way through burrows, even in complete darkness. The tactile organs of the whisker system
are the so-called facial vibrissa - the whiskers - on both sides of the animal’s snout. Whiskers
are organized in a matrix of horizontal rows and vertical arcs, forming the whisker pad (Figure
2; top right blow-up). The rows are labeled alphabetically from A to E, with the A row being
the most dorsal row. Each row contains several whiskers, numbered from caudal to frontal.
Each whisker ends in a highly innervated hair follicle (Ebara et al., 2002) which can be moved
by muscles (Dörfl, 1985) to sweep them actively across objects of interest. This sensorimotor
activity, called ‘active touch’, has many similarities with the similar action employed by
humans when actively palpating textured surfaces using their hands or fingertips (Gamzu &
Ahissar, 2001).
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The tactile information in the hair follicle is taken up by primary afferents, the receptor cells
of the tactile system, whose soma is located in the trigeminal ganglion, and which connect to
the trigeminal nuclei in the brainstem (1st synapse). From there tactile signals are projected to
the contralateral VPM thalamus (2nd synapse), and finally arrive at the primary somatosensory
(S1) cortex (3rd synapse), in less than 10ms (Figure 2; green path). Whisker S1 cortex is
commonly referred to as ‘barrel cortex’ (BCx), according to the characteristic and unique,
barrel-like patches which appear in layer 4 upon e.g. Nissl staining (Simons and Woolsey, 1979;
Figure 2; bottom right blow-up). In mice, each barrel spans an area of ~250µm diameter,
equaling the size of a functional, cortical column. These columns, defined by barrel borders
are called ‘barrel columns’. Strikingly, there is a topological correct 1-to-1 representation of
each whisker in one barrel column, such that the barrel cortex map remarkably resembles the
spatial organization of the whiskers on the pad.

Figure 2 The rodent’s whisker system and barrel cortex. The whiskers are long facial vibrissa on both
sides of the snout (organized in rows (letters) and arcs (numbers); top right blow-up), that work as
tactile sensors. BCx is the corresponding primary somatosensory area, receiving tactile inputs via
brainstem and thalamus (green path) (bottom right blow-up). BCx is characterized by a 1-to1
representation of one whisker in one cortical barrel column, with neighboring whiskers represented in
neighboring columns, forming a topographic map (compare both blow-up).

Each of the mouse’ barrel column contains ~10,000 neurons (note, that mouse barrels of
smaller whiskers hold less cells (Meyer et al., 2013)). The multitude of columnar neurons are
principal excitatory cells (called pyramids), that often project to distant targets. Only 10-15%
belong to the versatile group of GABAeric interneurons, providing inhibition onto local
neurons. Like, in most other cortical areas, mouse BCx neurons organize in 6 layers. Layer 1
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(L1) - the most superficial layer – accommodates mostly axonal and dendritic elements. The
‘supragranular layers’ 2 and 3 (L2/3) extend to a depth of about 300µm. Layer 4 (L4), the
‘granular layer’, extends as far as 500µm and holds the characteristic barrel field in frontal
Nissl stainings. The deeper layers 5 (L5) and 6 (L6) reach a depth of 800 and 1000µm,
respectively. For an detailed overview on cellular morphologies and organization of BCx see
Meyer et al. (2013). Beyond 1000µm, we find the white matter (WM) holding almost
exclusively axons from cortical afferent and efferent projections.
Within the barrel column, L4 and L6 are the major input layers, receiving the first thalamic
input from a tactile stimulus. The afferent signals, however have been reported to directly
reach the large L5 pyramids as well (Constantinople & Bruno, 2013). Subsequently, the tactile
input undergoes intra-columnar processing, but also spreads to the neighboring barrel
columns (Oberlaender et al., 2011; Narayanan et al., 2015). Amongst many columnar
connections, we find that L5 neurons receive excitatory synapses from following layers (in
decreasing order of magnitude): L2/3, L6 and L5 (autapses). L4 has only few connections onto
L5 and L6. Instead, L4 excitatory cells project to themselves and L2/3 (Thomson and Bannister,
2003; for a review see Feldmeyer, 2012).
Adding to the thalamic bottom up input, there are top down projections onto various layers
of BCx: e.g. cholinergic (ACh) modulatory input from nucleus basalis/basal nucleus (L1; Kristt,
1979; Buzsaki et al., 1988), S2 secondary somatosensory cortex (L2/3 L5 & L6; DeNardo et al.,
2015); other primary sensory areas (L2/3 & L5; Miller and Vogt, 1984). All those inputs offer
options to modulate BCx activity (and induce plastic changes), thus affecting intra- and/or
intercolumnar computations.
Major S1 BCx output layers are L5 and – to a lesser extend - L3 & L6. BCx in general has direct
cortical connections to whisker related M1 and S2 (Koralek et al., 1990; Chakrabarti & Alloway,
2006). Subcortical projections depart mostly from L5 (thick tufted pyramidal cells). Apart from
feeding back to thalamus, they target brainstem, the reticular formation, tectum, basal
ganglia, and the cerebellum (Bosman et al., 2011).
The whisker system has been examined extensively, providing a model system to study
sensory processing and sensorimotor control. Amongst several advantages, the classic and
well-established head fixed preparations for awake behaving rodents (Schwarz et al., 2010;
Guo et al., 2014b), grants easy access to the vibrissa for precise stimulus presentation, and
also otherwise offers high experimental accessibility and control. Furthermore, the wellknown neuronal connectivity (within and outside BCx), the topographic BCx layout and the
easy to access location on top of cortex, favors BCx as a structure to study cortical functions.
In fact, BCx has been subject to various tactile TEBC studies reporting structural and functional
changes during learning, creating a profound basis for the current study.
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The Whisker Barrel Cortex in Tactile Trace Eye Blink Conditioning (TTEBC)
As mentioned above, the delay form of eye blink conditioning does not require somatosensory
cortex. In this case, tactile processing and perception of the CS is not mediated through BCx.
In contrast, a BCx lesion blocks the acquisition of trace conditioning, in rabbits (Galvez et al.,
2007) and mice (Galvez et al., 2011). Furthermore, Galvez et al. (2007) found a significant
reduction in CRs after BCx lesions in trained animals, suggesting that ‘an aspect of the trace
association may reside in Bx’. Their data, however, show a quick return to the pre-lesion
performance within a few retraining sessions.
The acquisition of TTEBC does not only require BCx function, but also induces various, task
dependent, plastic changes. Galvez et al. (2006 & 2011) discovered TTEBC dependent map
plasticity, in rabbits and mice. They showed, that barrels in L4, receiving the CS expanded in
trace conditioned but not delay conditioned mice. The expansion goes along with a structural
plasticity in the same layer. L4 excitatory neurons gain spines during TTEBC training, with the
level of spin gain being correlated with the number of CRs (Chau et al., 2014). This formation
of new synapses complies with current concepts of learning a new stimulus association, while
a recent study showed, that BCx also loses spines. Joachimsthaler et al. (2015) trained mice
on TTEBC, while monitoring the apical tuft in L1 of L5 thick tufted pyramidal cells. Dendrites
inside (but not outside) the conditioned barrel column lose up to 22% of their spines. Despite
those findings, the role of BCx during TTEBC is still elusive. The redundancy of BCx during DEBC,
and its importance during TTEBC, together with the plastic changes, suggest a role that goes
beyond simple tactile processing.

Aim of the study
BCx is required for trace (but not delay) eye blink conditioning, while learning induces BCx
map and spine plasticity. In the present study I ask, whether there are signals in BCx in trace
interval, which have the potential to bridge the temporal gap between CS & US? Furthermore,
the question arises, if (and how) BCx activity is modified by conditioning? I sought to answer
these questions by investigating laminar LFP and spiking activity in BCx, during tactile trace
eye blink conditioning in mice. I used current source density (CSD) and multi-unit (MU) analysis
in naïve and conditioned animals to explore the electrophysiological/neural effects of TTEBC
training. The CSD, is a method to analyze multi-channel LFPs. Based on evoked laminar multielectrode recordings, the CSD indicates the locations of net transmembrane currents, that
enter and leave neurons (and neuronal networks) as current sinks and sources, i.e. neural
network activation.
So far, there is no report about the ability of rodents to generalize TTEBC from the trained to
other whiskers. Although, previous studies suggested that mice and rats generalize to adjacent
(i.e. directly neighboring), but not far whiskers in a fear conditioning (Gdalyahu et al., 2012),
and a gap-crossing (Harris et al., 1999) paradigm, respectively, it is still unclear, whether they
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do so in TTEBC. I tested the ability of mice to generalize from the trained whisker to adjacent,
near and distant whiskers.
Finally, I was interested whether the BCx signal found in these experiments maybe causal for
TTEBC acquisition? I used the optogenetic toolbox for temporally precise perturbation of BCx.
Shining light on the Cx of the well-established optogenetic VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mouse line (Zhao
et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2014a) induces the activation (i.e. action potential firing) of all
inhibitory GABAergic interneurons, which in turn silences excitatory neurons. To address the
afore mentioned questions, if signals during CS or trace are causal for TTEBC, I optogenetically
blocked BCx activity in the VGAT mice, during CS & trace or trace period alone, during
conditioning.
A previous study suggested, that BCx activity is as well essential for TTEBC performance
(Galvez et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the shown performances just drop slightly after BCx lesions.
To revisit the question, whether BCx activity is necessary for TTEBC performance (retention),
I blocked BCx specifically during CS & trace periods in trained animals.

Material & Methods
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Material & Methods
The experimental and surgical procedures were conducted in agreement with German animal
law and approved by the local authorities.

Animals. Adult, male wild type C57BL/6N and VGAT-ChR2-eYFP (Schematics in Figure 4D;
Zhao et al., 2011) mice were used in this study. The VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mouse line is an
optogenetic tool that can be used for area specific and highly time-resolved Cx perturbation.
The genetic modification leads to the expression of the optogenetic product
channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and the yellow fluorescent protein (eYFP) exclusively in GABAergic
neurons. Activating the ChR2 leads to a mixed ion current, depolarizing the neuron which in
turn inhibits many neurons in its surrounding (Figure 4D). The sum effect from many inhibitory
cells is that an entire column of cortex can be silenced. After surgery all animals were housed
separately on an inverted 12h day/12h night cycle with food and water ad libitum.

Figure 3. Behavioral paradigm and setup. (A) Tactile trace eye blink conditioning (TTECT) requires to
keep CS signals (250ms, 5°, 60Hz, sinusoidal; green line) in memory during the ‘trace’ period (here
250ms) in order to associate them with the US (50ms, 40psi, orange bar) and respond with an eye
closure as a conditioned response (CR; black line; eye closure is illustrated by the video stand-stills on
the right). (B) TTEBC requires the interplay of cortical areas (Cx), like BCx, and cerebellum (Cb). (C) Mice
learned TTEBC in 5 daily sessions (5x60 CS-trace-US-pairings) using a single whisker CS, a corneal air
puff US, and a head fixed preparation (Schwarz et al., 2010).

Surgical procedure. All chronic implantations were performed under 3 component fentanyl
anesthesia, containing fentanyl (Ratiopharm GmbH, Germany), midazolam (Hameln pharma
plus GmbH, Germany) and medetomidine (Sedator®; Eurovet Animal Health B.V.,
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Netherlands).Anesthesia was initialized by i.p. injection of 0.05mg/kg fentanyl, 5mg/kg
midazolam, and 0.5mg/kg medetomidine, and maintained by one third of the initial dose,
administered every 1-2h. Throughout the whole surgery, eyes were kept moist by a
moisturizing ointment (Bepanthen® Augen- und Nasensalbe; Bayer AG, Germany).
After skin opening, the scull was scrapped clean and remaining adhesive tissue was removed
with 3% hydrogen peroxide solution (H202; Wasserstoffperoxid Lösung 3% Ph.Eur.; Otto
Fischar GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). Subsequently, the scull was coated with a light curing bond
(Optibond™ FL; Kerr GmbH, Germany) and a thin layer of dental cement (Tetric® Evoflow;
IvoclarVivadent AG, Liechtenstein), sparing the trepanation sites. A trepanation of ~3x3mm
was drilled, -2mm frontal and 4mm lateral to bregma on the right hemisphere, above the
barrel field, leaving the dura mater intact. To identify the barrel map, intrinsic optical imaging
(see below) was performed on the E1 and surrounding whiskers (Figure 4A). All E1 barrels of
wild type and VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mice were implanted with electrodes or a light fiber,
respectively (see below). In case of electrode implantation, 2 silver ball electrodes were placed
on the cerebellum, serving as ground and recording reference. After fastening the implants
with dental cement, a 10 mm, M3 screw was attached for experimental head fixation. At the
end of surgery, the anesthetic agents were antagonized, using a s.c. bolus of 1.2mg/kg
Naloxone (Hameln pharma plus GmbH, Germany), 0.5mg/kg Flumazenile (Frisenius Kabi
GmbH, Germany) and 2.5mg/kg Atipam (Eurovet Animal Health B.V., Netherlands).
As post-surgical treatment the animals received analgesic medication (Carprofen; Rimadyl®;
Zoetis, UK) and antibiotics (Baytril®; Bayer AG, Germany) for the following 2 and 7 days,
respectively.

Intrinsic optical imaging is a non-invasive method to map evoked neuronal responses in the
intact neocortex. Intrinsic optical imaging utilizes the effect, that the light spectrum being
adsorbed by neuronal tissue changes with the amount of local blood flow, which, in turn, is
tightly coupled to neuronal activation (Grinvald et al., 1986). The repetitive, 60Hz, E1 whisker
deflection, induces strong activation of the stimulated E1 barrel column, which is revealed
under red light illumination as change in the hemodynamic signal (Figure 4A left panel; barrel
border was derived by thresholding). By mapping at least two or more surround whiskers (e.g.
D1, C1 & δ), I created a part of the topographic barrel map, verifying the location of the E1
barrel. The right panel of Figure 4A shows some barrel columns mapped on the surface of the
cortex aligned by the surface blood vessels.

Experiments. All animals were trained on tactile trace eye blink conditioning (TTEBC) using
the following CS, trace and US parameters. For the CS, a supra-threshold, 5°, 60Hz sinewave,
tactile stimulus was applied to the E1 whisker for 250ms (Figure 3C; green line). For this
purpose, the whisker was threaded into a 100µm hole of a 10mm long, custom made arm,
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Figure 4. Physiological methods. (A) Intrinsic optical imaging to map receptive fields during surgical
implantation. The hemodynamic signal indicates the cortical location of the principle barrel column of
a stimulated whisker (E1; left panel). Adjacent whiskers are represented in neighboring columns,
superimposed on the cortical surface blood vessel system (D1, C1 and δ; right panel), (B) Four-shanked,
32 channel silicone probe placed in the barrel field to record local field potentials (LFP) and multi-unit
(MU) activity from the principle, adjacent and near barrel columns (maximal distance two column
widths). (C) Fiber implant placed at the cortical surface of the principle barrel column (E1). Blue light
was applied to activate channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2) expressed in inhibitory interneurons. (D) Mechanism
of cortical silencing in the VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mouse line (Zhao et al., 2011). The optogenetic activation
of ChR2 with blue light (470nm) leads to a depolarization of interneurons (black), and a subsequent,
feed forward, GABA mediated hyperpolarization, i.e. inhibition of pyramidal cells (purple). (E) Fiber
implant. A 400µm glass fiber glued into a custom made, 2.5mm alloy ferule served as chronic fiber
implant (left). The implant is tightly connected to a 1.5m light fiber (right; orange) by a ceramic mating
sleeve (middle), creating a stable light connection. (F) Custom build LED mount holding a 470nm high
power LED (hidden underneath the fiber block; black arrow) served as light source. The light is coupled
into an 800µm light fiber (orange) with the fiber block allowing all degrees of freedom for placing the
blunt fiber tip at the LED. (G) Preliminary experiments under anesthesia to verify the efficacy of
optogenetic BCx perturbation in the VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mouse line. The bar blots show trial averaged
spiking activity (bin size: 25ms) at cortical depths of 475 and 635µm of 500ms, Shining 4.3mW blue
light (blue patch) on the cortical surface silences the example neurons.

attached to a galvanometer (6210H Galvanometer Scanner & analog servo driver 677XX;
Cambridge Technology; Bedford, MA USA) that was placed 5mm from the whisker pad. For
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easier insertion into the stimulator, the whisker tip was trimmed, and to avoid inadvertent
stimulation, some of the surround whiskers were shortened, one week prior to training.
Following the CS, the stimulus free trace period was chosen to be 250ms – matching most
other previous TTEBC experiments, for better comparison. A corneal air puff served as US
consisting of a 50ms air blow applied to the cornea via a thin 200µl pipette tip at 40psi and a
distance of ~3mm. The strength of the air puff was chosen to securely evoke a complete eye
closure.
For experimental training I used the well-established head fixed preparation, providing highest
stimulus and experimental control (Schwarz et al., 2010). Figure 3C shows a head fixed mouse
inside one of our custom build restrainer boxes. All animals were thoroughly handled and
subsequently habituated to head fixation, for 2 weeks prior to the experiments. During TTEBC
training mice received 300 CS-trace-US pairings, spaced by a random inter trial interval (ITI) of
20-40s. Training was performed over 5 sessions on 5 consecutive days, with 60 trials, each.
To mask any possible acoustic emission by the tactile stimulator, a 60dB white noise was
present at all time.

Eye blink performance. Eye blinks were recorded at 2kHz, throughout the training, using an
IR light source and sensor (OPR5005; Optek; Carrollton, TX, USA), being placed in proximity to
the eye, to which the US was applied (Weiss & Disterhoft, 2009). Any eye closure effects the
amount of reflected IR light, causing a voltage change on the sensor. As previously tested by
Joachimsthaler et al. (2015), a change in voltage output relates linearly to the size of the eye
closure: Δ0.4mm eye closure results in 1V sensor change. For TTEBC I picked the following
criteria for a conditioned response: (1) 260ms after CS onset (i.e. 10ms after CS offset), the
eye closure has to exceed 5 times the standard deviation (and at least 0,2V) of its 500ms
baseline period (measured just before the CS onset). (2) This eye closure needs to be
maintained throughout the trace period, until US onset. An example CR trace is shown in
Figure 3A.
To minimize trials with strong blinking or the eye closed prior to CS onset, the last 500ms of
each ITI was analyzed online, during TTEBC. In this period, every eye closure that exceeded
the maximum UR amplitude minus 0.8 mm, postponed the next trial by an extra ITI, randomly
picked from an interval of 2-4s.
I separated trials with conditioned responses (abbreviated by CR) and no conditioned
responses (nCR), calculating the session performance, as percent of CR (Figures 5A & 9A; 13CE). Animal performance during the first vs. last 60 trials was termed naïve vs. expert
performance. In order to control for eye movements, the first and last trials in which the
animals did not generate an eye blink (nCR) were called nCR(naïve) and nCR(expert)
respectively (Figure 8).
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Electrophysiological implants. Three wild type C57BL/6N mice were chronically implanted
with 32-channel, 4-shank silicone probes (E32-150-S4-L2-200; Ø 35 µm Pt; tips sharpened;
30mm cable assembly; Omnetics® connector; Atlas Neuroengineering bvba, Belgium, Figure
4B) to record extracellular, neuronal activity during TTEBC acquisition. Each of the 4 80x50µm
shanks, being spaced by 200µm (total range: 600µm), carries 8 low-impedance, 35μm
platinum electrodes with an inter-electrode spacing of 150µm (total range: 1050µm). The
silicone probes were implanted in BCx at a depth of ~1050µm, spanning all cortical layers. The
4 shanks were oriented across barrel rows and along the barrel arc, so that the first shank was
centered in the previously identified, E1 barrel column, and the 4th shank sat in C1. (Figure
4B)).

Electrophysiological recordings Electrophysiological data was continuously collected at 20kHz
sampling rate, during TTEBC training, in mice with silicone probe implants. The silicone probes
were connected through a custom adapter with four 8-ch head stages (MPA8I; Multi Channel
Systems GmbH; Germany), pre-amplifying the signal in proximity to the head of the mouse.
The signal was subsequently channeled to the signal collector (SC8x8; Multi Channel Systems
GmbH; Germany), broad band filtered from 1-5000Hz and 500x amplified by a filter amplifier
(FA64I; Multi Channel Systems GmbH; Germany), and finally acquired by a 128ch recording
system (ME128-PGA-MPA-Syste; Multi Channel Systems GmbH; Germany).

LFP/CSD analysis. The LFP signal was derived from the raw recordings, by down-sampling to
2kHz, and <200Hz low-pass filtering (3rdorder Butterworth filter; Figure 6B). All 32 channels
could be successfully recorded in two animals, while in animal B the most superficial channel
of the distal shank had to be excluded in animal B, as it was strongly contaminated by
humming noise. The matrix of LFP signals was converted into a current source density map
(Nicholson & Freeman, 1975; Mitzdorf, 1985).
The current source density (CSD) analysis uses the second spatial derivative of the LFP
recordings to derive information about relative current sources and sinks in the recorded in
extracellular space. It thus reports where and when currents enter or exit the system. Here, a
negative CSD, is called a ‘sink’ and is due to positively charged ions entering a cellular
compartment (exit the extracellular space) or negatively charged ions leaving the cell
(entering the extracellular space). The exact origin of sources and sinks in any CSD analysis is
complex and a sum of different types of current flow in and out of diverse cellular
compartments. A typical contribution to sinks is thought to be (1) presynaptic activity
(positively charged ion flow, like Ca++, into the terminal) or (2) postsynaptic excitation
(positively charged ion flow like Na+, into dendrites and somas). Sinks on the other hand can
be reflections of non-active sites on dendrites (return currents via leak channels) or inhibitory
postsynaptic effects (negatively charged ions like Cl- flowing inside the cell).
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In the present study I used the kernel based current source density method (kCSD;
Potworowski et al., 2012), which provides the CSD measure in space (the electrode plane),
across trial and session time (for each TTEBC trial individually).
For further analysis, this 4-dimensional CSD map was averaged across certain trials (e.g. naïve
vs. expert trials) to yield trial averaged 3-dimensional maps. In a first approach, these were
then split into 4 separate data sets holding the 2-dimensional CSD across cortical depth and
time for each electrode shank (Figures 7A/C, 8A-C & 9B/D). A different cutout of the trial
averaged CSD map yielded the lateral current spread across the shanks, for the following 10
time points (in ms after CS onset): 0, 6, 8, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 100 and 300 (Figure 7D). Through
this dissertation, current sinks are coded blue, sources are red, and white stands for zero
current.
To compare the LFP signal in naïve and expert mice, I assessed the distribution of CSD values
across trials in each space-time bin and calculated the area under the receiver operator
characteristics curve (AUC). In statistics AUC is a common non-parametric measure of effect
size with values between 0 and 1 with 0.5 marking random performance and 0 and 1 indicating
perfect discriminability (Green and Swets, 1966; Figure 7A middle row, Figure 8A-C bottom
row). In order to test, whether an AUC value deviates significantly from 0.5 (no effect), 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were obtained by comparing bootstrapped distributions (random
classification from the total sample of CSD values obtained in one space-time bin (1000x; areas
of significant CSD changes during learning are indicated by black lines on AUC maps)

Spike analysis. To extract spikes from the electrophysiological recordings, a reference channel
was picked and subtracted from all other 31 raw signals; to reduce common/global noise.
Hereafter, the data was high pass filtered, using a zero-phase 3rd order Butterworth filter with
a cut off frequency of 500Hz. Spike timestamps and multi-unit wave forms (MU) were derived
by thresholding and wavelet analysis. Single-unit analysis was not pursued as stability of
single-units across may well be possible, but cannot be guaranteed, and are therefore difficult
to defend. For spike extraction, all parameters were kept constant within a recording channel,
across recording sessions, to allow comparison between naïve and expert spiking rates. To
identify a possible rundown effect of the electrodes, I compared spike rates in the 500ms
baseline window, prior to each CS, and MU amplitudes for naïve and expert electrode
channels (Figure 11A & B).
MU spiking activity is expressed as firing rate in Figures 10, 12A & Appendix 1-4 (1ms bin size;
forward filtered by 10ms boxcar) and averaged for naïve and expert eye blink conditioning
trials. All MUs were tested on their ability to code for/detect the CS by a change in firing rate
(Figure 11C). I classified a MU to code for the CS, whenever its firing rate during the 250ms CS
period was significantly different from the 500ms pre-CS, baseline period. I assessed the effect
size of CS responsive MUs for each shank individually [by means of an AUC analysis with 1000
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bootstrap iterations] in naïve and expert trials. AUC values >0.5 vs. <0.5 characterize MUs,
with elevated vs. depressed firing rates, respectively, during the CS period.
Based on MU response properties I further subdivided a TTEBC trial into fast CS onset response
from 4-15ms, CS persistent response from 50-250ms, and the trace activity from 300-500ms.
Subtracting the baseline firing rate from each of these windows, enabled me to directly
compare their naïve with expert MU activity, as effect sizes. Training effects on MU firing rates
were derived by AUC analysis with 1000 bootstrap iterations. The data was split, either by
distance from the principal barrel or columnar depth (in reference to the two prominent CSD
sinks in L4 and L5/6).

The Appendix Figures 1-4 show each individual MU, including TTEBC training effects for all
significant changes in firing rates for CS onset, CS persistent, and trace period, and naïve and
expert PSHTs and wave forms (±sd).

Generalization Paradigm. Four mice were tested on their ability to generalize from the trained
E1 whisker to other whiskers. The test whiskers, were an adjacent D1 or δ whisker, the near
C1 whisker, or the far α whisker (Figure 13A). During extra post-training sessions, every 6th
conditioning trial was replaced by the test CS (5°; 60Hz sinewave; 250ms) to one of these
untrained whiskers. The test stimulus, was never paired with a US, to avoid new conditioning;
and each whisker was tested in one session, containing 10 test trials. The tests were
performed sequentially from far whiskers to neighboring ones to assess generalization
behavior. Test eye blink trajectories were normalized to the median of trained whiskers trials,
within each session, for quantitative comparison of eye blink responses to test, and to trained
whisker stimulation. The data was subsequently pooled in adjacent, near and far whiskers,
and the median response variability computed as interquartile range (IQR, i.e. range from the
25th to the 75th percentile).

Fiber implants and optogenetic experiments VGAT-ChR-eYFP mice were chronically
implanted with fiber implants, to shine light on the surface of the BCx during TTEBC. The
implant was assembled of a short piece of 400µm light fiber (0.39NA, FT400UMT; Thorlabs
GmbH, Germany) and a custom made alloy ferrule (either new silver or bronze) with an outer
diameter of 2.5mm and a length of ~7mm (Figure 4E; left). The fiber was glued into the ferrule
with epoxy resin, so that the side pointing towards the brain, stuck out by around 3mm. Both
sides of the fiber implant were grinded thoroughly, to maximize light input and output. The
fiber implant was placed and fastened, directly on the cortical surface, straight above the E1
barrel (Figure 4C).
In some preliminary experiments the effectiveness of optogenetic BCx perturbation was
tested. The initial surgical methods and anesthesia were the same as described above for the
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chronic implantations. After the trepanation, a high-impedance (>3MΩ) glass-electrode was
lowered into BCx, recording single spiking units at various cortical depths. A 400µm light fiber
was placed on the Cx surface, above the spot of the electrode position, through which a
constant 4.3mW light pulse of 500ms duration was applied 50 times at 0.2Hz.
In optogenetic experiments with fiber-implanted animals a 470nm blue high-power LED
(NCSB119 32lm with PCB; Nichia Corporation, Japan), mounted on a custom made aluminum
holder served as the light source for the optogenetic experiments (Figure 2F; the black arrow
indicates the position of the LED). The light was fed into an 800µm fiber (0.39NA, FT800UMT;
Thorlabs GmbH, Germany) which was in turn, coupled to the 400µm fiber implant by a 2.5mm,
ceramic mating sleeve (Figure 4E), creating a very tight, stable and reproducible fiber
connection. The LED was controlled by a LED driver (LEDD1B; Thorlabs GmbH, Germany)
generating a continuous light pulse of 4.3mW output intensity at the cortex surface. This
intensity was at least 3-fold higher than the one, needed to efficiently suppress excitatory
spiking throughout all cortical layers, in awake mice (Guo et al., 2014a). To minimize rebound
firing at the light offset (Guo et al., 2014a), each pulse was tapered out over the course of
500ms. To avoid entrainment of additional frequencies, which might serve as CS, I used a
constant, non-pulsatile light, that was found to be highly efficient at ChR2 activation in the
preliminary experiments under anesthesia.
In the present study, three different experimental paradigms examined the effect of
optogenetic perturbation in both TTEBC acquisition and performance. In the first experiment,
animals were trained on eye blink conditioning (5x60 trials), adding optogenetic light to the
CS, trace & US periods. Light onset was picked to be 10ms prior to CS onset, ensuring that
optogenetic perturbation was completely established upon CS presentation. The second set
of animals received optogenetic light during trace & US period. Light onset was hereby picked
to be 20ms after CS offset, leaving the percept of the whole CS untouched. The third
optogenetic experiment was conducted on previously trained, expert mice. Here, TTEBC
performance was examined over the course of 5 training sessions (i.e. 5x60 trials), using CS,
trace & US optogenetic light.
A 470nm LED house light was installed close to the mouse and lit during the experiment, to
mask possible light scattering from the optogenetic stimulus.

Software. Experimental control and data analysis was done, using Matlab® (V2014b; The
MathWorks, Inc.). Intrinsic optical imaging was operated by HelioScan V3.1.0 (Langer et al.,
2013). The intrinsic images were analyzed in ImageJ. MU spike extraction was conducted
through the wavelet, Matlab-plugin Waveclus (Quiroga et al., 2004).
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I trained head fixed, male mice on a tactile trace eye blink conditioning paradigm, using a
250ms, 5°, sinusoidal, tactile CS, applied to the E1 whisker, a 250ms stimulus free trace interval
and a 50ms corneal air puff (Joachimsthaler et al., 2015; Figure 3A & C). Head fixation,
described in Schwarz et al. (2010), allowed a high experimental control: precise presentation
of CS and US, and the optimal monitoring of the eye closure.

Figure 5. Eye blink psychophysics. (A) Learning curves of three mice, that were electrophysiologically
recorded (cf. Fig. 6-12), plotted as percent conditioned responses (CR). Colored bars indicate the first
(naïve; turquoise) and the last (expert; red) 60 trials that were used for further analysis. (B) Eye closure
trajectories plotted as waterfall plots for the afore-mentioned trails. Broken lines mark CS on- and
offset.

The three wild type mice used for electrophysiology all learned the CR, closure of the eye upon
CS presentation (for details how a conditioned response was defined, see eye blink
performance in material and methods; example CR in Figure 3A), within 300 CS – trace – US
pairings over the course of 5 days. The fastest learner amongst the three mice showed the
first CR after the 5th pairing (Mouse B; Figure 6A & B; middle panel). As observed before, the
CRs were variable amongst (but not within) animals (Joachimsthaler et al., 2015). Nonetheless,
common features of CRs are that they start around 70ms after CS onset, and at first do not
close the eye completely. During the CS & trace period the eye closure becomes more and
more complete. Sometimes full closure is only reached with the reflexive eye closure occurring
after US presentation. (Figures 3A, 5B, 14A & B). All animals reached a criterion performance
of >50% CRs (Figure 5A). In comparison, as shown in an earlier study, pseudo-conditioned
animals reach spurious CRs levels <20% (Joachimsthaler et al., 2015).
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Figure 6. Electrophysiology. (A) 32 channel Silicone probe were used to record LFP and MU activity
from the principle (E1), adjacent (D1) and near (C1) barrel columns. (B) Raw LFP response (<200Hz) to
CS (vertical broken lines) across the principle shank (0µm; green) and neighboring shanks at lateral
distances of 200-600µm, averaged for the first 60 TTEBC trials of animal B. The cortical depth of each
recording is indicated by the landmarks: layer 4 (L4), boarder between layer 5 & 6 (L5/6), and white
matter (WM).

Neuronal activity during TTEBC
To characterize neuronal changes during TTEBC, I recorded extracellular signals from BCx in 3
wild type mice. All three mice reached a performance of >50% CRs during the 2nd, 1st and 3rd
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session, respectively (Figure 5A). In the expert state all animals show ample numbers of
characteristic CR trajectories, as they start to close their eye upon CS presentation (Figure 5B;
bottom panels).
Four-shank silicone probes were used that held a 4x8 matrix of recording points with interelectrode distances of 150µm in the vertical and 200µm in the horizontal direction. The four
shanks straddled the barrel columns E1 to C1 (Figure 6A) Thus, three barrels, one principal
(E1) and two adjacent ones (D1, C1) were monitored. Two types of recordings, LFP and unit
data were assessed, converted into CSD maps and MU spike trains, and compared in the naïve
and expert state of the animal (first and last 60 trials).

Figure 7. Principal column current source density (CSD) analysis. (A) CSD across the principle shank for
the three mice in the naïve phase. Sink to source range of CSD maps for animal A, B & C: -0.8 to 0.32, 0.5 to 0.2, & -0.4 to 0,16. (B) TTEBC training effect size as area under the receiver operator curve (AUC);
p<0.05 significance is highlighted by black-brimmed areas). Cortical layers L4 & L5/6 are marked by
black triangles. (C) same as A but for expert mice. (D) Lateral spread of the expert CSD activity for
Mouse B at varying time points. Black circles: electrode positions.

The LFP comprises information about a population of neurons around the electrode (Kajikawa
& Schroeder, 2011; Lindén et al., 2011; Leski et al., 2013). Figure 6B shows an example of a
matrix recording of evoked LFP trial-averaged within the naïve phase (first 60 trials; mouse B).
The evoked LFP recorded from the principle barrel was characterized by peaks corresponding
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to the spike response ~10ms after stimulus onset (1st broken vertical line; Simons, 1978;
Hentschke et al., 2006). The peaks were predominantly negative with a maximum close to the
thalamus recipient layers L4 and L5/6 and reverted to a positive peak only close to the pial
surface as reported earlier (Jones & Barth, 1999) likely corresponding to layer 2. This fast onset
response was followed by weaker, persistent activity, displaying small but clearly visible 60Hz
oscillations (matching the CS sinusoid frequency). After CS offset (2nd broken vertical line), i.e.
in the trace period, the signal consistently assumed positive potentials. The positive potential
was maximal at the border of L5/6, the same depth at which the onset response assumed its
extreme, but did not reverse across the recorded depth. It is therefore likely that the synaptic
origin of the trace activity is different from the one of the fast response. Evoked potentials in
CS & trace period were attenuated across shanks but were readily visible at small amplitude
across the entire recording matrix, i.e. as far as the secondary adjacent barrel column C1
(600μm).
Next, the LFP matrix was converted into CSD maps (Figure 7; source red, zero current density
white, and sinks blue). CSD maps obtained from the first shank (principal barrel column) in
naïve and expert mice are shown in panel A and C, respectively. Panel D depicts the lateral
spread of CSD across shanks at different points in time after CS onset (mouse B). The absolute
CSD amplitudes were observed to vary between mice (mouse A: -0.80 to 0.32, mouse B: -0.50
to 0.20, and mouse C: -0.40 to 0.16 [sink to source]), but the maps scaled to the CSD extremes
obtained from the three animals revealed that the spatiotemporal patterns were very similar
(Figure 7A, columns). (In animal A, the silicon probe was implanted too deep in the cortex thus
that the two deepest electrodes reached into white matter and gave a flat LFP/CSD signals.
The data from this animal are therefore depicted as a 6x4 matrix).
Confirming earlier results (Swadlow et al., 2002) the CSD maps were characterized by strong
short latency sinks (~8ms after CS onset). Following the strong onset response, which
distributes with a few milliseconds across most of the depth of the barrel column, I observed
a far weaker sink spreading across layers but with a clear peak at the border of layer 5/6. This
response was marked by ripples at 60 Hz corresponding to the CS frequency. Interestingly,
centered at the same depth (border L5/6), a clear source developed after CS offset and
remained visible throughout the trace phase. The CSD reveals the different reversal of the fast
onset response (~layer 2) and the tonic response throughout the trace period.
These general characteristics were seen in the naïve and expert phase (Figure 7A & C).
Nevertheless, quantitative comparison of the CSD maps in naïve and expert using the AUC
effects size, revealed clear and consistent differences (Figure 7B). The general direction of
changes was toward zero current density such that both, the sink in the CS period and the
source in the trace period, were diminished. These changes, however, showed statistically
significant patterns that were consistent across the three mice. Changes exceeding the 95%
prediction interval obtained by bootstrapping (encircled in by a black line in Figure 7B) were
observed across infragranular layers late in the CS and throughout the trace period. It is
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important to stress that, in contrast to the persistent CS and trace responses, the CSD
responses evoked at short latency were stable during acquisition of conditioned eye blinks in
all three mice.

Figure 8. Adjacent and near columns CSD analysis. (A-C) CSD analysis as in Fig. 7, across the 3 shanks
at distances of 200-600µm from the principle barrel column (CSDs of expert mice are omitted). Same
conventions as in Figure 7.

The lateral spread of CSD activity is shown for a series of peristimulus times in figure 7D. Again
there were clear differences between the fast onset sink(s) and the continuous source during
the trace period. The fast sinks clearly spread to the adjacent barrel columns, while the source
during trace period was largely bound by the principal barrel. Also, again, the different reversal
locations were prominently visible in these plots. These phenomena can be appreciated as
well in the CSD-time plots of the 3 remaining shanks off the center of the principle barrel
(Figure 8). Here in addition, it is revealed that the CSD attenuation during learning continues
to be present outside the principle barrel column.
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Motor Signals and Movement Artifacts
All previously analyzed naïve and expert trials were chosen irrespectively of whether the
mouse performed a CR or not, and thus, electrophysiological recordings might be
contaminated with motor signals and movement artifacts. Different degrees of lid movement
in expert vs. naïve states could be sufficient to make up the found training effect in the CSD
analysis. To control for this possibility, I analyzed only trials, in which the mouse failed to
perform a conditioned response (nCR), i.e. the CSD and AUC analysis presented in Figure 7
was repeated using exclusively nCR trials. A problem with mouse B was that it learned so
quickly that the two classes overlapped in time. In fact, mouse B generated only 50 nCR trials
in total. Therefore, in this case 25 nCR naïve trials were compared with 25 nCR expert trials
(colored ticks in Figure 9A). In mouse A and C, naïve and expert nCR trials were found in
separated training session. The CSD maps obtained from the nCR trials contained all aspects
discussed earlier for naïve and expert mice (Figure 9B-D), most clearly in mice A and C. The

Figure 9. CSD analysis exclusively for not responded (nCR) trials. (A) Same data as in figure 5A. The
colored ticks indicate the naïve (nCR naïve; turquoise) and expert (nCR expert; red) nCR trials. (B-D) As
in figure 7A-C, but now plotted exclusively for nCR trials.

CSD map were largely the same as seen before, and also the general attenuation of CSD during
learning was present. Mouse B did not show the effect as nicely, presumably due to the wide
distribution of naïve and expert nCR trials. Nevertheless, the attenuation of CSD activity late
in the CS period is readily observed as AUC effect size (Figure 9C). In summary, I conclude that
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the patterns and changes of CSD maps described earlier (cf. Figure 7) are due to learning rather
than movement production

Spiking and MU activity
Next I was interested, how spike data would reflect the CSD patterns and learning related
changes. Multi-unit spiking activity (MU) was found in all channels (electrodes). As unit
recordings cannot be expected to be perfectly stable across 5 days we refrained from trying
to isolate single unit data: all extracted units were classified to be of the MU type. To compare
firing rates obtained in naïve and expert trials the baseline firing rate (obtained in a window
of 500ms before CS onset in all cases) was subtracted. The comparisons were done for the
first 60 naïve and the last 60 expert eye blink training trials for each of the three animals (as
done for CSD maps in figure 7). Statistical comparison of MU firing rates was estimated by AUC
and significance of change was assumed if it exceeded the 95% prediction interval derived
from a bootstrap procedure (x1000). The stability of the spike recording during the 5 days of
training was demonstrated by an only slightly increasing background firing (within a 500ms
period before CS onset; naïve 30.8Hz±27.8sd vs expert 39.3Hz±25.6sd; Wilcoxon rank sum
test: p=0.008), stable spike amplitudes (naïve 66.1µV ±19.2sd vs. expert 65.1µV±16.2;
Wilcoxon rank sum test: p=0.94) and stable CS onset responses, that, as would be expected
from the classic literature, decay with increasing distance to the principal barrel column
(Simons, 1978), but were stable across the training sessions (color, Figure 10).

Figure 10. Multi-unit (MU) baseline activity and CS response. (A) 500ms, pre-CS baseline firing rates
for all MUs in naïve (turquoise; mean: 30.8Hz±27.8sd) & expert (red; mean: 39.3Hz±25.6sd; Wilcoxon
rank sum test: p=0.008) animals. (B) MU spike amplitudes in naïve (-66.1µV±19.2sd) and expert (65.1µV±16.2sd; Wilcoxon rank sum test: p=0.94) mice. (C) AUC for MU responses to CS presentation in
naïve vs. expert trials (Colored circles indicate significant effects; p<0.05; bootstrapping), split by
electrode shank. Colored numbers indicate percentage of MUs responding to the CS.

Figure 11 shows the detailed firing rates measured in the principal barrel column (1st shank of
silicon-array) for naïve and expert trials (colors) in all three mice. As introduced in previous
figures, the CS onset and offset is marked by broken vertical lines. The cortical layers, as
assessed from CSD maps, are marked as well. All MU firing rates show a sudden increase at CS
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onset at a latency of ~8ms, which then quickly relaxed to reach a lower persistent response
throughout the CS period. In the trace period many MUs showed firing rates that were

Figure 11. MU activity in the principle barrel. Naïve (turquoise) & expert (red) PSTHs (normalized to
baseline) across the principle barrel column in the three mice. Broken lines: CS on- and offset. Cortical
layers L4 & L5/6 are marked by black triangles. Scale bars: 50Hz. Asterisk marks a recording with the
typical decrement in expert persistent-CS and trace firing rates.

somewhat lower than the baseline. Firing rate changes were highly specific in peristimulus
time and direction. In summary, while baseline and excitatory onset response were stable (cf.
Figure 10), the persistent CS & trace response changed in decreasing directions.
The detailed analysis and statistical appraisal of these effects are provided in Figure 12. The
firing rate was measured in three time windows ‘CS onset’, ‘CS persistent’, and ‘trace period’
(indicated in Figure 12A as green, yellow and orange bars), matching the three different
response phases of the LFP (4-15ms after CS onset as the fast thalamic CS response; 50-250ms
ongoing/persistent response; and 300-500ms trace activity). The firing rate of a typical MU is
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shown again in panel A, with typical learning-related decrease visible in CS persistent and trace
periods. Panels B and C summarize the MU population effects across horizontal distance (B)
and cortical depth (C). All MUs with significant training effects in either of the time windows,
are highlighted by color (non-significant changes, gray). The numbers in panel B detail the
fraction of significant positive (AUC >0.5; top) and negative (AUC<0.5; bottom) effects. The CS
onset response was unaffected in the majority of the MUs with an overall average AUC value

Figure 12. Firing rate changes during TTEBC. (A) Example PSTH (cf. marked by an asterisk in Fig. 11).
The colored bars indicate the periods analyzed in B and C. (B and C) AUC of naïve vs. expert trials in the
three peristimulus time periods (marked in A): 4-15ms CS onset (green); 50-200ms CS persistent; and
300-500ms trace. Colored circles indicate significant AUC effects; p<0.05; bootstrapping. Black lines
indicate the mean. (B) AUC along the horizontal cortical axis at distances of 0-600µm from the principal
barrel column. Numbers: percentage of MUs that are positively/negatively modulated. (C) AUC
throughout cortical depth. Cortical layers L4 & L5/6 are marked by black triangles.

close to 0.5 (black lines). The most distant MUs at 600µm show a negative tendency, but
response strengths there are very low. In contrast, task acquisition was paralleled by a
significant reduction in the persistent CS & trace period. The majority of neurons shows a
significant negative effect size across all shanks, suggesting that response changes during
learning are not confined to a single barrel column (Figure 12B). Plotting the same effect sizes
across the depth of recording (for all shanks) the main negative effects in persistent CS & trace
phases show no obvious variation along cortical depth. The CS onset response is generally not
affected by learning – a negative effect in the two most superficial electrodes cannot be
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excluded, although it seems to be driven by outliers. The total sample of MU PSTHs can be
found in the Appendix (Figure A1-A4), including all significant AUC values, given as color coded
bars underneath the respective PSTH segment.

Figure 13. Generalization to neighboring whiskers in TTEBC. (A) Mice were tested on their ability to
generalize the trained E1 whisker (grey) association to adjacent (D1 or δ), near (C1) and far (α) whiskers
(pink), (B-D) Median eye blink trajectories in response to E1 (trained whisker; grey) and test whisker
(pink) in four mice. Broken lines indicate CS on- and offset. Note, that the test whisker CS was never
paired with the US. (E) Difference in eye blink trajectories of test and trained whisker as delta V (ΔV),
pooled across four mice for each generalization step. Median eye closure differences at the end of the
trace period (line) and interquartile ranges (IQR, pink patch): Adjacent: 0.1V (IQR 1.4); Near: -2.0V (IQR
1.3); Far: -1.7V (IQR 1.9).
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In summary, the spike analysis confirms the temporal specificity of findings in the CSD analysis.
Acquisition of TTEBC training is accompanied by specific suppression of MU activity in the CS
persistent and trace periods. Spatially the effect in spiking is more widespread as compared
to CSD. It is most prevalent in the principal and directly neighboring barrel column, but occurs
equally in all layers.

Generalization to other whiskers
Responses and their learning-related changes found here (CSD and spiking), as well as plastic
changes described in a previous study (spines, Joachimsthaler et al., 2015) were confined to
the principal barrel column and its direct neighbors. I, therefore, aimed to find a behavioral
reflection of this specificity. To this end I tested the ability of mice trained on TTEBC using a
single whisker CS to behaviorally generalize to other whiskers (Figure 13). Together with the
whisker used for training (E1), I chose to investigate the eyelid response to the following
untrained ‘test’ whiskers: ‘adjacent’ (D1 or δ), ‘near’ (C1; one interjacent barrel column), and
‘far’ (α) (Figure 13A). Four mice, fully trained on the E1 whisker (300 trials, 5 days) were tested
in additional post learning sessions in the following way: In each session, I delivered ten CS to
either of the test whiskers (never followed by an US), randomly intermingled with fifty regular
CS-US pairings using trained whisker E1. The first post-learning session started with the far
whisker, followed by the near whisker. Adjacent whiskers were tested last. Comparison of
session-averaged eye lid trajectories (Figure 13B-D) revealed that adjacent CS evoked an
identical CR as the trained whisker, while full generalization of the CR failed to reach farther.
Near and far CS’ evoked a slower and aborted eyelid movement as compared to E1 and
adjacent whiskers (Figure 12C; mouse 1 was not tested on C1). Typically, the eye closure
during the CS had a much smaller amplitude (near whisker: median max V trained 2.3(IQR 1.8)
vs test 0.5(IQR 1.2); Wilcox-test: p=5E-9; far: max V trained 2.9(IQR 1.7) vs test 1.2(IQR 2.4);
Wilcox-test: p=3E-5) and often led to an opening of the eye again within the trace period, as
if the mice realized that it is the incorrect stimulus (ΔV 500ms after CS onset, at the end of the
trace period, just before the US: Adjacent 0.1V (IQR 1.4); Near: -2.0V (IQR 1.3); Far: -1.7V (IQR
1.9); Figure 13E). Importantly, such deviating movements did not happen in the regular CS-US
trials. In summary the extend of full CR generalization reflects well the mentioned
confinement of functional and morphological plastic changes to the principal and adjacent
barrel columns.

Optogenetic Perturbation of BCx during TTEBC.
So far I demonstrated, that BCx is activated in persistent CS & trace period during acquisition
of TTEBC, and that this activity is specific to the barrel column receiving the CS and it
immediate neighbors, matching the range of CS generalization in mice. The next question was,
whether BCx activity is causally related to TTEBC learning. We already know that BCx lesions
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prevent TTEBC learning (Galvez et al., 2007; Galvez et al., 2011), i.e. BCx clearly has an
instructive effect on TTEBC learning. However, it is not clear whether this critical role is
assumed by barrel cortex’ CS or trace activity, or both. Results from chronic lesions are not
helpful to decide this question. I therefore resorted to optogenetic blockade of BCx which can
be targeted in a temporally specific way to one of these trial periods. I used the VGAT-ChR2eYFP mouse line, which upon blue illumination shuts down the activity of an entire column
(Figure 4). I implanted these mice with light fiber placed on the surface of the trained principle
barrel column (E1). While training these mice on the TTEBC, constant 470nm blue light with a

Figure 14. Optogenetic BCx blockade during TTEBC acquisition and retention. Eye blink trajectories
under optogenetic BCx blockade of CS & trace (A) or trace-only (B) periods (blue bars) during the
acquisition of TTEBC for the 1st (turquoise) and 5th session (red), in 2 example mice and . Broken
lines: CS on- & offset. (C,D) Learning curves as percent CRs of individual animals in the two afore
mentioned experiments. (E) Performance curves of individual expert mice (i.e. TTEBC retention) during
CS & trace BCx blockade. Conventions of CS and US iconic plots as in figure 3 and blue bars as in panels
A and B.
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total intensity of 4.3mW was shone on the principle barrel column, during the ‘CS + Trace’
period or the ‘Trace’ period alone. Figure 14A & B shows example eye blink trajectories of the
first (turquoise) and the last (fifth; red) training session - under the two illumination patterns.
Mouse received CS+trace blockade and failed to learn the task. The CR ratios (number of CR
divided by number of trials) for session 1 and 5 were 8.9% and 21,6%. These numbers do not
exceed those of pseudo conditioned animals as reported earlier (Joachimsthaler et al., 2015).
Thus, perturbation of CS & trace period effectively prevented the mouse from learning the
TTEBC paradigm, which supports the results from chronic lesions. Mouse , in contrast,
received Trace BCx blockade, making CS activity available for learning TTEBC. This mouse
readily acquired the task with a CR ratio of 83,9%. The results obtained with all mice are
plotted in figure 14C & D. I trained four animals on the CS+trace paradigm, and three mice on
the Trace paradigm. One of the four CS+trace mice then learned the task without optogenetic
interference and was retested again using CS+trace while expressing the learned task (i.e.
retention). Two of the mice which learned the task under the Trace condition were subjected
to the CS+trace condition while expressing the learned behavior. None of the three mice
tested in the retention phase showed signs of losing the learned behavior with blockade of
BCx. Together these results clearly indicate that only CS activity assumes a critical role for
TTEBC acquisition, while the activity in the trace period is non-critical for learning. In contrast,
retention of learned content is independent of BCx function (confirming earlier experiments
using lesions; Galvez et al., 2007).
Optogenetic activation of GABAergic, inhibitory interneurons could lead to, either blocking of
spontaneous BCx activity, or activation of GABAergic projection neurons, which might be both
perceived by an animal, and hence serve as a CS. Post experimentally, all VGAT mice received
optogenetic-only trials (i.e. no tactile whisker CS), to test, whether the optogenetics
perturbation was used as a CS. Surprisingly, I identified about half of the animals to show CRs
to light onset, even when the tactile CS was absent. Mice that could use light as the CS were
excluded from the experiment, prior to the analysis. The data set presented in Figure 14
originates exclusively from mice that did not show CRs to light stimuli alone, and thus failed
to use light alone as a CS.
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Discussion
My study shows that the acquisition of TTEBC leads to a suppression of BCx spike activity
during CS persistent and trace periods, mirrored by a respective decrement of local CSD
intensity. Matching the lateral spread of activity into neighboring barrels, I find that mice show
generalized associations only to adjacent (but not near or far) whiskers. Finally, I show, that
the acquisition of TTEBC requires BCx activity during the CS but not during the trace period.
After five days of training, the retention of TTEBC performance is independent of BCx activity.

BCx role for TTEBC acquisition and consolidation
I show that BCx CS activity is critical for acquisition but not for retention. The principle of this
functional reorganization is known already from lesion studies (Galvez et al., 2011), but had
been never specified for the CS vs. trace period. My optogenetic blockade has the advantage
over lesions that it excludes the possibility that plastic changes are triggered by function loss
that harness other brain structures to take over lost functionality. The dispensability of BCx
for retention shown with lesions in the earlier studies could have been due to such restorative
plastic changes. However, my optogenetic blockade, excluding such lesion-triggered plastic
changes, fails to suppress TTEBC memory in early retention, too. Therefore, plastic changes
triggered by learning (not by the blockade!) must be the underlying mechanism. This finding
sits well with the common view that multiple mechanisms on the systems level underpin
memory consolidation (Zola-Morgan & Squire, 1990; Kim & Fanselow, 1992). Generally, it is
assumed that hippocampal-cortical circuits contribute to acquire memories in the first place,
and then lead to the second phase of early memory consolidation (‘recent memory’), lasting
up to four weeks, in which the memory is maintained by a spreading array of cortical areas
with hippocampal contribution fading out. In a third phase of late consolidation (‘remote
memory’), after a few weeks, memory is hippocampus-independent and held by a pruned set
of core cortical nodes (Grosso et al., 2015). In this framework, BCx contribution during early
consolidation (my case) may well be redundant, because a vast array of other cortical areas
may contribute to uphold the memory in parallel. Thus, in case of BCx blockade, these other
contributors may be sufficient to maintain the learned response, explaining my result of BCx
dispensability in this phase. Future studies need to test effects of BCx blockade later during
late consolidation to test whether BCx is part of the set of cortical nodes responsible for final
TTEBC memory.
In contrast to the critical role of BCx for TTEBC acquisition, delay conditioning of the same
reflex is independent of BCx. Is it then that cortex is obligatorily required whenever short term
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memory functions are needed to accomplish the associations? Within simple EBC paradigms
this may well be the case. However, a survey of known facts from other learning paradigms
quickly reveals that this statement is not valid in its exclusive form: That is, the statement that
cortex is needed whenever short term memory is required may well be true, but its reverse,
that whenever cortex is required the reason is to provide short term memory function, is false.
One example supporting this statement is delay eye blink conditioning. Clarke and Squire
found that humans develop awareness about the task contingencies but the expression of
conditioned responses do not require short term memory functions and follow simple laws of
association strength (Clark et al., 2001). In delay EBC, therefore, cortex contribution may go
along with awareness of task contingencies (easily accessible in humans by asking them) – but
not with association of CS and CR (measured by assessing e.g. the CR ratio). A second example
showing that cortex contribution is not always driven by requirement of short-term memory,
is delay fear conditioning (FC). FC is a classic parading of association learning, in which a
neutral stimulus is paired with a strongly aversive stimulus (e.g. electric foot shocks, innate
fear evoking smells, etc.). Despite the fact, that FC is commonly realized as a delay paradigm,
and in contrast to delay EBC, it has been found to be dependent on different parts of cortex,
ranging from hippocampus to PFC and even secondary sensory cortices (Sacco & Sacchetti,
2010; Maren et al., 2013; Raybuck & Lattal, 2014). Contribution of cortex in FC has been
attributed to various facets of the tasks, like complex contexts, or emotional content (Grosso
et al., 2015), and is commonly linked to awareness of fear, while the automatic, reflexive
behavior is linked to the amygdala (LeDoux, 2014). Nevertheless, a parallel between FC and
EBC paradigms seems to emerge from recent studies that compared delay and trace versions
of FC. Trace FC recruits additional hippocampal and cortical areas in comparison to delay FC
(Raybuck & Lattal, 2014). In conclusion, cortex generally seems to contribute a cognitive
component to learning of delay and trace type conditioning. For complex paradigms (e.g.
context sensitive delay FC) cortical recruitment may be triggered by several factors including
short term memory requirement (Kim et al., 2013). In simple tasks – like the present single
context TTEBC paradigm – cortex attains critical importance for CS-US/CR associations only
when short term memory is required.

Neuronal correlate of TTEBC
The present results demonstrate that TTEBC acquisition is accompanied by a temporally
specific decrement (in late CS & trace period) of BCx spike and LFP activity. The time course of
this specific learning-related suppression, which continues across the five learning sessions,
parallels the known time course of plastic changes of spines observed on L5 apical dendrites
(Joachimsthaler et al., 2015). There is, however, the problem that the learning-related
changes in spine numbers and neuronal activity continued up to the period of expression of
learning (retention), in which, as mentioned, neither the acute (present study) nor previous
chronic blockade (Galvez et al., 2007; Galvez et al., 2011) abolished the learned behavior. Can
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the assumption of a causal role of the morphological and activity changes be upheld in face of
these results? I think the answer is yes. The observed mismatch between results from
correlative and manipulative experimental strategies does not exclude the presumed causal
role. As discussed above, there is reason to think that during early consolidation multiple
cortical areas play a shared causal role which would prevent that blockade of one of the
contributing structures alone can block the learned content. In this sense the learning-related
changes in BCx could be part of a causally relevant but redundant system during that phase.
Later during consolidation, as discussed above, the contribution of cortical areas may be
pruned. This idea motivates future studies to find out firstly, whether BCx is amongst those
areas that keep the consolidated memory, and thus may regain a critical role for retention late
after learning, and secondly, to investigate other cortical areas possibly contributing to early
consolidation.
Several studies that monitored primary sensory cortex activity during association learning
support my finding that evoked responses are attenuated during learning. Miller et al., (2008)
discovered that visual trace conditioning reduces CS responses in a primary visual sensory
cortex, in rabbits. Gdalyahu et al. (2012) found, that fewer L2/3 mouse BCx neurons respond
to the CS, 4–5 days after associative tactile fear learning. One earlier finding using TTEBC in
rabbits, however, apparently diverged from the present results (Ward et al., 2012). The
difference in findings of this earlier study is, firstly, an enhancement in the short latency CS
response (only in BCx L5/6 infragranular neurons, other layers were not studied) - the
response period that was unchanged in the present study. Secondly, the Ward et al. study
used a group of pseudo-conditioned animals for comparison while the present study used CSD
and MU data to perform the more sensitive within-group comparisons. Additionally, the spike
densities gained from pseudo-conditioned and conditioned groups in the Ward et al., study
showed a clear and consistent decrease of baseline firing rate in the conditioned group. In
comparisons of z scores between the two groups these changes may well have played a role
to bring out reported differences between the two groups. Further, the number of
significantly responding units was decreased in the conditioned group (while those that
responded showed a greater change in firing rate), a fact that may have been underestimated
in my CSD and MU recordings. Future experiments using pseudo-conditioned and single unit
data throughout the layers will be needed to clarify these apparent deviating effects.

VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mouse line senses transient optogenetic BCx blockade
As a side note, I found indications, that the VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mouse line senses optogenetic
perturbation. Surprisingly, the local activation of GABAergic interneurons in BCx was sufficient
to work as a CS in about half of the animals. The VGAT-ChR2-eYFP mouse line is frequently
used in experiments, but no one ever reported their ability to perceive cortical light
perturbance. How mice sense the optogenetic perturbation is unclear, because inhibitory
effects are largely limited to a cortical column, i.e. there is no long range inhibition in Cx. One
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possibility is that, against an otherwise tonic activity a depression in firing rate might be
discriminated. Indeed, Kiritani et al. (2016), working in motor cortex, reported the interesting
observation that BCx inactivation in VGAT mice causes suppression of whisking by rapid
hyperpolarization and spike suppression in L2/3 and L5. The implications of my discovery, that
Cx inactivation can be perceived, for previous and future studies in the VGAT (and other similar
mouse lines) will require further evaluation. In this study I avoided entanglement in these
problems as mice sensitive to optogenetic blockade did not enter the data set.

TTEBC generalization across whiskers
This is the first report about the generalization of TTEBC learned content to other untrained
whiskers. I find that mice have generalized associations only to directly neighboring whiskers.
This result fits nicely with that of other studies, suggesting that mice and rats generalize to
adjacent, but not far whiskers in a fear conditioning (Gdalyahu et al., 2012), and a gap-crossing
(Harris et al., 1999) paradigm. Notably, the extend of this generalization to the direct
neighboring whiskers corresponds well with the extent of axonal arborization into adjacent
columns of L5 thick tufted pyramidal neurons (Oberlaender et al., 2011). The neurons known
to loose L1 spines during TTEBC represent a subset of these cells (Joachimsthaler et al., 2015).
The match of generalization across whiskers with barrel column cellular morphology, firstly
suggests that BCx may be the causal substrate for generalization to adjacent whiskers, and on
the same token, strengthens the notion that BCx underpins TTEBC acquisition. In future
experiments, TTEBC generalization could be used as an additional tool to test the dependency
of TTEBC on BCx intactness. Additionally, delay EBC could be employed to study whether,
there as well, BCx blockade discriminates between learning of the task and its generalization
to non-trained whiskers. On a more detailed level, single cell inactivation (e.g. blockade of the
apical tuft of L5 neurons as done in Takahashi et al., 2016) could be tried to elucidate the role
of L5 apical tufts in whisker generalization.

Cortex and cerebellum both store the CS-US association for different purposes.
My study shows for the first time that barrel cortex holds specific activity during the trace
period. This activity is independent of sensory input, as the whisker by definition is not
deflected by the actuator in the trace period and the mice do not obviously move their
whiskers during this period. The polarity in the CSD analysis (sinks during CS and source during
trace) and the different spatial outline (reversal of CS-sinks in layer 2, reversal of trace-source
not visible) are strong additional arguments against the notion that trace activity is of tactile
origin. Most likely then BCx trace activity is of central origin. In fact, it has been shown that
mPFC holds spike activity during the trace period that is likely projected to the precerebellar
pontine nuclei (Siegel et al., 2011; Siegel & Mauk, 2013; Siegel, 2014). In the cerebellum the
trace activity is thought to be associated with US signals and takes control over the CR
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(Woodruff-Pak & Disterhoft, 2008). Thus, in the simplest case, trace activity in BCx is a direct
reflection of that known to exist in PFC or cerebellum. This hypothesis has to be tested using
future inactivation experiments in the mentioned structures together with recordings in BCx.
Importantly, my optogenetic blockade unequivocally shows that BCx trace activity is noncritical for task acquisition. A similar test is lacking so far for mPFC or cerebellum (which both
block TEBC when lesioned as discussed below). It can be safely assumed however, that in those
brain structures projecting trace signals to the cerebellum (where it is thought to be used for
association), the trace signal must attain a critical role for learning. After all, without the trace
signal, association of CS and US is untenable, at least assuming the known temporal
constraints governing synaptic plasticity (spike time dependent synaptic plasticity) that is at
the basis of learning (Abbott & Nelson, 2000). I therefore predict that optogenetic approaches
to discriminate the role of CS vs. trace activity, applied to mPFC and/or cerebellum will reveal
a critical role of the respective trace activity.
I can only speculate which function the found trace activity in BCx has. Trace activity is key to
associate CS and US in the trace paradigm. If I accept the notion of Clark et al. (2001), as
discussed above, that TTEBC can be dissected into two basic functions, (1) the sensorimotor
behavior and (2) the creation of awareness about task contingencies, then it becomes
important to understand where the trace activity is created that is required for both systems.
Available evidence strongly suggests that trace activity is generated only in one of these two
parallel systems, namely the cortex, particularly in the mPFC, which projects it down to the
cerebellum via the cortico-pontine pathway (Siegel et al., 2011). This is the key feature linking
the two association systems and nicely explains why cortex function is indispensable for trace
learning. The dispensability of BCx trace activity for TTEBC, which exclusively reads out the
‘sensorimotor’ function (the generation of CRs) NOT the awareness function, points to the
possibility that BCx trace activity exclusively takes part in the awareness function. In contrast
BCx persistent-CS period activity may be part of both functions as indicated by abolished
TTEBC during its blockade. A likely scenario is that persistent CS activity helps to establish trace
activity in mPFC early during acquisition. In this framework BCx trace activity may well have
important functions, e.g. to inform the learning subject of tactile characteristics of CS as well
as temporal properties of the CS-US contingency. This view predicts that future experiments
in mice establishing a read out of the created awareness, - e.g. measuring the response to
extinction trials as established by Clark et al. (2001) – might well reveal effects of BCx lesions.
Previous models of TEBC (e.g. Woodruff-Pak and Disterhoft, 2008) would have the US signals
only project to the cerebellum. In the framework of the two association systems, the US is also
needed on the cortical level. A further argument for an additional pathway feeding US signals
to cortex is the fact that BCx synapses undergo functional (present study) as well as
morphological plasticity in response to CS-US pairings (Galvez, 2006; Galvez et al., 2011; Chau
et al., 2014; Joachimsthaler et al., 2015). For spike time dependent plasticity, the standard
model for Hebbian synaptic plasticity in neocortex, the signals that are to be associated must
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arrive within a window smaller than 50ms (Abbott and Nelson, 2000). The question therefore
arises how US signals arrive in cortex in time to be associated with the CS. A first possibility is
the ascending tactile pathway originating with primary afferents in the cornea. This possibility
is viable but has not been explored so far. It is left to future experiments to clarify the role of
the somatosensory cornea representations for TTEBC. A second possibility is that US signals
from the cerebellum arrive at the BCx. As the cerebellar nuclei (the output structure of the
cerebellar complex) do not directly project to tactile thalamic nuclei (Schwarz & Thier, 1999),
the exact pathway for such an interaction remains to be elucidated. A final possible pathway
has been already intensely investigated as a neuronal pathway underpinning FC and TTEBC:
Acetylcholinergic (ACh) projections originating from the nucleus basalis (NB) terminate in vast
cortical areas including primary sensory areas. This afferent system to cortex is triggered by
attention and salient stimuli (Rasmusson, 2000; Sarter et al., 2005; Angela & Dayan, 2005;
Flores & Disterhoft, 2009). In fact, Flores & Disterhoft (2009) reported that TTEBC acquisition
facilitates NB responses to CS, and bilateral NB lesions impair learning in rabbits. In FC, NB
activity has been shown to enhance learning (using auditory CS) and reshape receptive field
characteristics in auditory cortex via disinhibition of L1 (Froemke et al., 2007; Letzkus et al.,
2011). Antagonizing ACh receptors in primary auditory cortex reduces auditory fear
conditioning (Letzkus et al., 2011). Moreover, learning-related plasticity exists in NB itself,
occurring after only 5 CS-US pairings, and precedes auditory cortex modifications (Maho et al.,
1995). Lastly, association related, acetylcholinergic NB synapses terminate on primary sensory
cortical neurons in L1 (Kristt, 1979; Buzsaki et al., 1988; Letzkus et al., 2011). It might therefore
play a role for the substantial loss of spines during TTEBC found in this layer (Joachimsthaler
et al., 2015). Certainly, it is possible that all or several mentioned US pathways contribute to
TTEBC function and are involved with potential different functional aspects. For instance, the
pathway via the S1 cornea representation may trigger modality specific plasticity while the NB
pathway may support a more basic function providing attentional elements needed to initiate
activation of widespread cortical areas including the mPFC and hippocampal circuits.

In summary, the present results help to shape the view that TTEBC is a complex task that
contains components that can be classified as declarative memory, the ‘awareness system’
housed in the cortex, as well as the automated, reflexive memory, rooted in the cerebellar
‘sensorimotor system’. The two systems are linked in hierarchical ways, in that the cerebellar
one is dependent on the trace activity provided by cortex. The cerebellar circuits are well
known from classic studies (e.g. Woodruff-Pak and Disterhoft, 2008). BCx contribution to
TTEBC as shown here has begun to reveal and dissect parts functionally exclusive to the
cortical association network.
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Appendix

Figure A1. MU activity on the first shank., i.e. located in the barrel column receiving the trained
whisker (E1) (electrode shank marked by red arrow and highlighted in red). Naïve (turquoise; left
ordinate) and expert (red; right ordinate) PSTHs across the principle barrel column of mouse A, B and
C. Broken lines: CS on- and offset. Colored bars below abscissae indicate color-coded effect sizes (AUC,
see color map next to barrel map) for CS onset, CS persistent and trace activity (cf. Fig. 12). Cortical
layers L4 & L5/6 indicate relative cortical depths. Small insets: MU wave forms (±sd; scale bars:
50µV).
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Figure A2. MU activity at a distance of 200µm Conventions as in Figure A1.

Appendix

Figure A3. MU activity at a distance of 400µm Conventions as in Figure A1.
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Figure A4. MU activity at a distance of 600µm Conventions as in Figure A1.

